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A DISTRIBUTED GENETIC ALGORITM AND A-PRIORI ALGORITHM FOR
THE HUB AND FACILITY LOCATION PROBLEMS
Muhammad Naeem1*, Sahib Khan2, Nasir Ahmad3
ABSTRACT
A-priori is an influential data mining algorithm employed in market basket analysis to understand the purchase
behavior of buyers. It has many other applications. In this study, we combine a-priori with a genetic algorithm (GA)
to solve two classical NP-hard location problems namely the Un-capacitated Single Allocation Problem (USAHLP)
and Un-capacitated Facility Location Problem (UFLP). A distributed model of the proposed algorithm has been
implemented. The performance of the algorithm has been evaluated with standard benchmark problems for USAHLP
and UFLP. Results have been found encouraging.
KEYWORDS: Hub Location Problem, A-Priori, Genetic Algorithms, Data Mining, Heuristic, Distributed Computing
INTRODUCTION
The Un-capacitated Single Allocation Hub Location
Problem (USAHLP) and Un-capacitated Facility Location
Problem (UFLP) are classical problems in distributed and
transportation systems where flow of commodities takes
place between nodes via special facilities/nodes called
hubs. Examples of such systems are air-transportation
systems, telecommunication networks, sensor networks,
and mail delivery systems. The objective in USAHLP
and UFLP is to select hubs and assign nodes to hubs
such that the total distribution cost through the network
is minimized. USAHLP and UFLP are NP-hard1,2 and,
cannot be solved in finite time with exact methods especially when the input data is large. Therefore, heuristic
methods such as genetic algorithm (GA), Tabu Search
(TS), Simulated Annealing (SA), and Branch-and-Bound
(BB) algorithm have been proposed to USAHLP and
UFLP3,4.
In this work, we have proposed a genetic algorithm
(GA) and a-priori based solution to USAHLP and UFLP.
We have implemented a distributed model of the algorithm. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic population
based meta-heuristic for solving NP-hard problems5,6.
Although, not guaranteed to find optimal solution, a
GA can find good-quality solution to a problem in finite
time. Since its introduction, GA has been applied to
many optimization problems with good success. Some
of the problems that have been tackled with GA are the
Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), Job Scheduling (JSP),
and Time Tabling problems.

A-priori is an influential data mining algorithm heavily
used in market basket analysis to assess buying trends
of customers in daily market transactions. Primarily, it
is used to determine frequent itemsets in a set of market
transactions by customers and discover association rules
between items. The result is supposed to facilitate business decisions and help boost profit.
Our method has been inspired by the search heuristic
used in the GA in which many generations of candidate
solutions to a problem are evolved through the operations
of selection, crossover, and mutation. The solutions are
improved in each successive generation until solutions of
acceptable quality are found. Depending on the behavior of the GA, a good number of locally or globally
sound solutions are produced during the search process
in which only the best solution is selected as the final
solution while the remaining solutions are discarded. Our
approach is grounded in the perception that the large
number of solutions evolved by the GA may contain
fragments of locally or globally optimal solutions that
may be mined and used to build better solutions. Based
on this assumption, the approach presented in this paper
retains a few best solutions in each generation and
extracts frequently occurring fragments from them using
the a-priori algorithm, which are then fed back to the
GA to improve the search. Intuitively, we think that with
such an approach not only better solutions may be found
but also they may be found more frequently.
We have applied our algorithm to USAHLP and UFLP
because being combination problems, a solution in these
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problems resembles market-basket and, therefore, is a
good target for the a-priori. As the solutions generated
by the GA can be large, mining them takes a long time.
We, therefore, have implemented a distributed model of
the proposed GA. We also consider distribution useful
due to the reason that the a-priori may discover a large
number of patterns in the solutions, e.g., for large-sized
problems, which can then be processed by the GA in
parallel.
We have tested our algorithm on standard benchmark problems selected from OR-Library7,8. Large-sized
problems have been chosen for this purpose because
on smaller problems, the simple GA without a-priori
is equally efficient. Preliminary results from the experiment are encouraging underlining the need for further
investigation of the approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the USAHLP (Section 2.1) and
UFLP (Section 2.2) problems. In subsections 2.3 and
2.4, we give an overview of GA and a-priori algorithms.
In Section 3, we give a review of the existing work on
USAHLP and UFLP. Section 4 describes the proposed
approach. Section 5 and 6 give experimental evaluation and performance comparison. Section 7 includes
conclusion and future work. Section 8 gives references.
THE UN-CAPACITATE HUB AND FACILITY
LOCATION PROBLEMS
The Un-capacitated Single Allocation Hub Location
Problem (USAHLP) and Un-capacitated Facility Location
Problem (UFLP) occur in distribution and facility location networks. We describe them below.Detail can be
found in1,2,7.
Un-Capacitated Single Allocation Hub Location
Problem (Usahlp)
In the USAHLP, a set of geographically distributed
nodes called spokes send commodities/freight, e.g.,
passengers, mail, information, etc., to each other via
specially designated nodes called hubs. The spokes are
the origin-destination points for the flow of commodities
in the network, whereas hubs are the transshipment points
where flows from the origin nodes are collected and
sent over the network to the destination nodes usually
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via other hubs1,7,9.
An illustration of hub-spoke network is given in Figure
1. In the network, nodes and are hubs whereas the rest
of the nodes, e.g., are spokes. Hubs are fully connected
with each other whereas spokes are connected only to
hubs and can exchange with each other through hubs
only. At least one and at most two hubs are allowed to
handle the flow between an origin-destination spokepair. Each spoke can be allocated only to a single hub.
Moreover, the number of hubs is a decision variable in
SAHLP and a fixed cost for establishing a hub is also
included in the overall cost of the network.
The USAHLP involves the following decisions.
•

Determining the number of hubs to be used.

•

Location of hubs, i.e., where in the network should
the hubs be located or which nodes should be selected
as hubs? This is called the location sub-problem.

•

Allocation of spokes to hubs, i.e. how are spokes
to be assigned to hubs? This is called allocation or
assignment sub-problem.

The objective in the SAHLP is to minimize the cost of
establishing hubs and cost of transportation by tackling
the location and allocation problems. The constraints
include the assignment of a spoke to only a single hub
and the routing of flows only through hubs (at least one
and at most two).
The following cost types give rise to transportation
cost in single allocation hub location problem.
•

The Collection Cost, is the cost of flow from the
source node to a hub (spoke-to-hub flow).

•

The Transfer Cost , is the cost of flow from one
hub to another (hub-to-hub flow).

•

The Distribution Costis the cost of flow from a hub
to the destination node (hub-to-spoke flow).

The cost types are interpreted as cost of flow volume
between nodes per unit distance. For example, in Figure
1, let Wij be the amount of a commodity that node i
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			(4)
			(5)
is the flow sends to other nodes.
is the flow node receives from other nodes.
N = 0,1,2,...., N − 1, is the number of network nodes.
Fk is the cost of hub k,k ε N
Zkk is the decision variable for designating hubs.

Figure 1. A single allocation hub-spoke network. The
nodes k, l, m, and ndenote hubs and the remaining
nodes are spokes. Communication between spokes occur
via hubs.

sends to node j. The package Wij is first sent to hub k,
subsequently to hub l, and eventually from hub l to the
destination node j. The total transportation cost Cijkl is
given by,

Where dik denotes the distance between spokei and
hub k, dkl is inter-hub distance between k and l, and dlj
is the distance between hub l and spokej. To calculate
the transportation cost for the entire network, Cijkl is
aggregated for all pairs of nodes in the network. To the
transportation costis also added the cost of establishing
the hubs.
A formulation for the USAHLP used in1,7 is given
in Figure 2 below.

Xijkl is the fraction of flow between and routed through
hubs k and l.
Figure 2. A formulation for the un-capacitated
single allocation hub location problem(USAHLP)
2.2 Un-Capacitated Facility Location Problem
In the single source un-capacitated facility location
problem (UFLP), an un-determined number of facilities
have to be located such that the fixed set-up cost for
the facilities and the variable cost of serving the market
demand is minimized. The demand nodes are assigned
to the facilities on a single-allocation basis. Like the
USAHLP, the facilities have unlimited capacity and
establishing a facility incurs a cost. A formulation for
the facility location problem is given in Figure 3.

where: Xi,j denotes the amount provided from facility I
to customer j

subject to:
				(1)
				(2)
(3)

yi givesthe status of a facility(established or not)
Figure 3 Formulation for the un-capacitated facility
location problem (UFLP)3
GENETIC ALGORITHM
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GENETIC Algorithm (GA), first proposed by James
Holland in the pioneering work, “Adaptation in natural
and Artificial Systems”, is a population-based stochastic
method applied to search and optimization problems5,10.
A general structure of a GA is given in Figure 4. The
GA mimics the way biological evolution works in nature.
Initially, a population of solutions to the given problem
is randomly created. Then the solutions are progressively
improved by calculating the fitness of the solutions and
selecting a pair of parent solutions from the population.
A pair of offspring solutions is produced from the parent
solutions through the operations of crossover/recombination and mutation. This is repeated until a new of
pool of population called the offspring population is
generated. The offspring population is again subjected
to fitness evaluation and becomes the parent population
for the next generation offspring population through the
reproduction process (selection, crossover, and mutation)
as the predecessor parent population. The process continues for many generations until some termination criteria
are met and a population of finally improved solutions
is obtained [5]. The best solution in the final population
is chosen as the required solution. The algorithm is run
many times to discover the best solution. Many NP-hard
combinatorial optimization problems have been solved
with good degree of success.

A-priori is a data mining algorithm that is extensively
used in market basket analysis. Primarily, it is used to
determine frequent item sets in a set of market transactions. These item sets are then used to discover Boolean
association rules that indicate the items occurring together
more frequently in the given transactions11. Figure 5
gives a description of the algorithm.

Genetic_Algorithm
Begin
Create Initial_Population
Repeat
Evaluate fitness of solutions in the population
Select solutions from population for reproduction
Apply crossover and mutation to create offspring
Until terminating_condition
End

To construct item sets, the a-priori relies on two
operations; join and prune. Initially, item sets of size 1
are constructed from given transactions. These item-sets
are called candidate item sets. Then an iterative process
using the join and prune operations is applied to enlarge
the item sets until further enlargement is not possible.
In the join operation in each iteration, an item set Lk is
joined with itself i.e. Lk join Lk to produce the candidate
itemset Ck. The itemsets in Ck are then pruned according
to the given level of support and confidence to obtain the
Lk+1 itemset. In each step, the a-priori condition requiring
the subsets of the candidate item sets to be frequent
is maintained11. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is
given in Figure 4.
A-priori Algorithm
Join Step:Lk is joined with itself to produceCk+1
• Prune Step: Only a k-itemset that is frequent can
be a subset of a frequent (k+1) -itemset
Ck: Candidate itemset with size k
Lk: Frequent itemset with size k
L1= {frequent items};
While (Lk< >∅) Do Begin
Ck+1= candidates produced from Lk
For each transaction t in database Do
Increment the number of candidates in Ck+1 contained
in t

Figure 4 A general design of genetic algorithm(GA)

Lk+1= candidates in Ck+1 with min_support

A-Priori Algorithm

Increment k by 1
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End While Return
FIGURE 5 THE A-PRIORI ALGORITHM
RELATED WORK
Much attention has been paid to the study of Single
Allocation Hub Location Problem (USAHLP) in hub
related research. In12, a hybrid heuristic to USAHLP
has been proposed based on GA and Tabu Search. The
approach uses a GA to determine hubs and Tabu Search
to assign spokes to hubs. An improvement over an earlier
GA that employed distance-based spoke-assignment to
hubs was reported was reported for the hybrid approach.
A GA based approach to the solution of USAHLP was
also adopted by Topcuoglo et al.13. The method was
tested on the benchmark Civil Aviation Board (CAB)
data set and the Australian Post (AP) data and improved
solutions were found to some of the CAB problems.
Finally, a hybrid approach has been reported in14. The
method combines a GA with simulated annealing to solve
the USAHLP. A PSO based approach has been used in15
and spatial analysis of performed in16.
Among the non-GA approaches to the USAHLP are
included two hybrid methods by Chen1 and Silva et al.7.
In1, a simulated annealing algorithm is combined with
TabuList(TL). The Simulated Annealing procedure is used
to obtain an upper bound for the number of hubs to be
used followed by a restricted single location exchange
procedure to locate the hubs. To allocate spokes to hubs,
the spokes are first assigned to nearest hubs and then an
allocation improvement procedure is applied to re-allocate nodes with lower flow to other hubs until further
improvement is not possible. The method proposed by
Sinha and Cunha is a hybrid heuristic that uses multistart tabu search heuristic and a two-stage integrated
search heuristic7 to solve the USAHLP.
Likewise, a number of approaches have been proposed
in literature to tackle the UFLP. These approaches include
integer programming, approximation algorithms, and
various heuristic. Some specific methods cited by2 are LP
rounding and primal dual methods. A genetic algorithm
proposed to the UFLP is by Tohyama et al.17-20. Resende
and Werneck developed a hybrid multi-start heuristic for
the UFLP and reported to obtain high-quality solutions
to five classes of UFLP instances18.
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Our method is a heuristic based method. Its main
distinction from other method is the use of a-priori to
mine the GA output to build improved solutions to UFLP.
To the best of our knowledge, solving UFLP with GA
and a-priori has not been explored before.
PROPOSED APPROACH
As mentioned in section 1, we propose a hybrid
GA and A-priori solution to the USAHLP and UFLP.
In the proposed approach, the GA produces solutions,
which are saved to a disk file that we call dataset. In
each generation, only a few best solutions in the child
population are saved. Each solution represents a distinct
hub combination suggested by the GA. The a-priori converts the dataset into possible hub combinations called
itemsets. An itemset is fed back to the GA for further
processing. The general layout of the process is given
in Figure 6. An explanation of the problem is provided
subsequently.

Figure 6. The proposed a-priori based approach

Consider a USAHLP problem of 10 nodes. For sake of
brevity, consider solutions found in only three generations
(or iterations) during a single run of the GA.The solutions
(Figure 7) represent hub-spoke networks and respectively
(Figure 7). The best hub combination in generation 1 is
5, 3, and 7. Likewise, best hub combinations in generations 2 and 3 are 5, 3, 8 and 5, 7 respectively. These
combinations are saved to the transaction database and
form initial transaction (called hub-transactions). The
a-priori algorithm derives new combinations (itemsets)
from this dataset of hub combinations.
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GENETIC ALGORITHM COMPONENT

As can be seen from Figure 7, the GA designates
nodes 5 and 3 as hubs more frequently. Node 8 is
designated as hub only once. Thus it may be the case
that nodes 5, 3, 7, and 8 are better choices as hubs
and may be re-combined with one another in a variety
of ways to find hub combinations forproducingbetter
solutions. The purposeof using a-priori with GA is to
identify useful hub-combination patterns found by the
GA in the first pass.

The detail of the GA used in the experiment can be
found in the Appendix. It was used in an earlier work
by the author [9]. The GA incorporates a specialized
crossover for the USAHLP named as Multi-Cluster
Exchange Crossover (MCEC).
Additionally, there are three mutation operators used
in the GA, i.e.,shift,swap, and change-hub,all designed
to better adapt the mutation operation to the structure
of the solutions in the hub location problems. The GA
employs a two-stage 4-tournament selection scheme.

For example, some of the frequent itemsets generated
by the a-priori from the transactions may be (5, 3), (5,
7), etc.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7 Solutions from generations Gen1, Gen2, Gen 3 and the corresponding hub-spoke networks in (a), (b), (c)

Additionally, the GA uses elitism by transferring two
best solutions in each generation to the child population
directly without applying the operations of crossover and
mutation to the elite solutions.
A-PRIORI METHOD
The A-priori used in our algorithm is based on the
classical a-priori given in Figure 5.We have made the following modifications to adapt it to the present application.
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A support level of 1 is used to select itemsets from
candidate sets.
Each itemset has a score. This score is the sum of
the frequencies of the hubs of an itemset in the transaction database.
To better illustrate this step, generation of itemsets
for the example in Figure 7 is explained. T is the
transaction database. It contains the hub combinations
found by the GA in the first pass. The expressions, and,
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represent candidate itemsets, itemsetlist and scores of
the itemsets for level-k.
Transaction database, T = {(5, 3, 7), (5, 3, 8), (5, 7)}
C1 = {(5), (3), (7), (8)}
L1 = {(5), (3), (7), (8)}
S1 = {3,2,2,1}
The items 5, 3, 7, and 8 in candidate itemset C1
occurs 3, 2,2, and 1 time respectively as shown in S1.
The frequencies as well as scores of 5, 3, 7, and 8 are
3, 2, 2, and 1. Because these frequencies are greater
than the required support level 1 so all these items are
included as itemsets in L1.C2 is constructed by merging
itemsets in L1. Next C2 is pruned by discarding (7,8)
because 7 and 8 together appear 0 times in T, which
is below the required support level of 1.The rest of the
itemsets are included in L2.
C2 = {(5,3), (5,7), (5,8), (3,7), (3,8), (7,8)}
L2 = {(5,3), (5,7), (5,8), (3,7), (3,8)}
S2 = {(5,5,4,4,3}
The score 5 for the itemset, (5, 3) inL_2is obtained
by summing frequencies of 5 and 3 in the transaction
databaseT, which are 3 and 2 respectively. The total score
of itemset (5,3) is thus 5. Likewise, scores of itemsets
(5,7), (5,8), (3,7), and (3,8) are 5, 4, 4, and 3 as given
in S2. Level 3 itemset list L3 andthe corresponding
scores are below.
C3 = {(5,3,7), (5,3,8)}
L3 = {(5,3,7), (5,3,8)}
S3 = {7,6}
The final itemset below- although with zero support in
the transaction database T- is generated to check whether
better hub-combinations can result from the last list of
itemsets (in this case).
C4 = {5,3,7,8}
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L4 = {5,3,7,8}
S4 = {8}
Each itemset in an itemset list (i.e., Lk) is considered
a hub-combination to be tested by the GA in pass II. The
scores of the itemsets in a given itemset list Lk given by
Sk define their priorities in the list. The GA processes
the itemset (i.e., the hub combinations) in decreasing
order of their scores, e.g., in L3, the hub combination
(5, 3, 7) has higher score, i.e., 7 compared to score 6
of combination (5, 3, 8), so (5, 3, 7) is processed first.
Ga Working In Pass Ii
The GA processes hub combinations produced by
a-priori one at a time. To do this, the GA creates an
initial population of solutions in which half of the non-hub
nodes (i.e., spokes) are assigned to the hubs based on
shortest-distance and half are assigned randomly. For
example, to test the hub combination (5, 3, 7) in , the
GA creates an initial population of solutions in which
each solution has 5, 3, and 7 as hubs and the remaining
nodes as spokes half of which are assigned randomly
and half according to shortest distance heuristic. So, in
the second pass, hubs are fixed and the solutions are
improved in terms of optimal assignment of spokes to
hubs. Also, in the second pass, we keep the GA population small, so the processing is fast.
DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION
In the approach that we propose, the GA produces a
large number of solutions. Consequently, the resulting
data set is large and the a-priori takes a long time to
convert it into itemsets. Furthermore, the number of
itemsets is usually large and a non-distributed implementation of GA takes a long time to process it.
We are proposing distributed implementation of the
proposed approach (Figure 8). In this implementation,
there is a main GA that produces solutions, i.e., hub
combinations and spokes allocated to hubs. The solutions
are saved to a disk file as the dataset. The dataset is processed by a distributed system based on the client-server
or master-slave model. In this model, there is a server, i
e., GAP server (genetic algorithm with a-priori), which
retrieves items from dataset and pass them to a-priori
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clients running on distinct machines. The a-priori clients
convert the datasets into itemsets, which are passed back
to the GAP server. The GAP server in turn passes the
itemsets to GA clients running on different machines
one at a time. The GA clients produce solutions from
the itemsets. The solutions are passed to the GAP server
again, which selects the best solution from amongst the
solutions it receives from the GA client.

experiment based on 5 trails of the algorithm for each
problem instance was performed with the GA parameters
as in Table I.

For smooth operation of the distributed implementation, we handle the issue of non-active clients through
exchange of sent-alive messages between server and
clients. In this approach, the server keeps a list of clients
that connect to it. It also maintains a record of work
assigned to different clients. Clients send alive messages to server every 45 seconds and a low-level thread
running on the server side updates the client information
accordingly. When a sent-alive message from a client
is not received, it is removed from the list of active
clients and put into another list. The work assigned to
the client is marked un-assigned and assigned to another
client upon a work request from an active client. Later,
if an inactive client comes alive, it is added to the list
of active clients again.

The values in Table I were determined empirically
after extensive test runs of the algorithm with different
values of the GA parameters.
Data Set
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm,
two sets of data sets were considered. For the USAHLP
(Un-capicitated Single Allocation Hub Location Problem),
the recently proposed19 large-sized problems of 300
and 400 nodes were used. The USAHLP problems are
chosen from Australian Post (AP) data set1, which is a
suit of standard bench-mark for the Single Allocation

Design Assumptions For The Proposed Approach
The design of the proposed algorithm is based on the
following assumption.
•

The primary GA is efficient and yields good-quality
solutions.

•

The allocation of spokes to hubs is not sparse and
most of the spokes clusters to few hubs. This assumption is important because sparse allocation of spokes
to hubs involve considering large number of hubs
by the a-priori, leading to combinatorial explosion.

•

Communication between clients and server takes
negligible time.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The proposed algorithm was coded in Java and run on
Pentium 4 Core 2.7 Ghz PC in Windows 10environment.
To achieve the distribution Java RMI technology was
used. To evaluate the computational performance, an
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Figure 8 Distributed implementation of the proposed
approach

Hub Location Problem (SAHLP).
Two varieties of these problems were used; the
lose-cost (LL) 300LL and 400LL problems; and the
high-cost(TL) 300TL and 400TL problems. The difference
between the lose-cost and tight-cost problem is that,
the problems with tight-cost have more variability in
the hub-cost and, therefore, tend to be difficult to solve.
The set of problems considered for the Un-capacitated
Facility Location Problem (UFLP) include 3 large-problem instances ofsize 1000 (i.e., 1000 demand nodes and
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100 facilities) each. These problems,labelled capa, capb,

and capc, are selected from the OR-library and have been
used extensively in the facility location research [20].

Table 1: Parameters of the GA

Computational Results And Comparison

Parameter

Primary GA

Client GA

Population Size

500

200

Population

generational

generational

Initialization of
the chromosome

random

Hubs fixed, spokes
assigned randomly
and based on shortest
distance

Generational Span

500

1000

Probability of
crossover

0.75

0.75

Probability of
Mutation

0.4

0.4

Experimental results are presented in Table II and
Table III. The first column of each table gives the names
of the problems used in the experiments. For comparison
with other results from literature7,8 in the second column
are included the current best solutions to the problems.
Comparison is also given with the unpublished results of
the non-distributed GA and a-priori. Last two columns
of each table list results and computational time(secs)
for the distributed GA and a-priori.

Table 2: Non-distributed GA with Apriori
Problem Instance

Optimal Value7,17,20

capa 1000-100

Non-distributed GA with A-priori
Solution Cost

Gap

CPU Time

17156454.478

√

0.00

6600

capb 1000-100

12979071.582

√ (found once)

0.00

6500

capc 1000-100

11505594.329

11509361.659

0.03

7302

Hub 300LL

264837.88

264531.906

0.00

7128

Hub 300TL

276047.75

276023.34

0.00

6332

Hub 400LL

268164.13

269071.25

0.33

6791

Hub 400TL

284212.47

284124.88

0.00

6589

Following notation is used to describe the results.
•

•

A value in bold represents the current best solution
for a problem

√ indicates a solution value that is the same as the

An non-bold value indicates a solution value inferior
to the current best

Table III: Distributed GA with A-priori
Distributed GA with A-priori

Problem Instance

Optimal Value7,17,20

Solution cost

Gap

CPU Time

capa 1000-100

17156454.478

√

0.00

3056

capb 1000-100

12979071.582

√ (2 times)

0.00

2456

capc 1000-100

11505594.329

11509361.65

0.03

2671

Hub 300LL

264837.88

264526.02

0.00

2315

Hub 300TL

276047.75

276023.34

0.00

2154

Hub 400LL

268164.13

269071.25

0.33

2635

Hub 400TL

284212.47

284124.88

0.00

2321
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As shown, the proposed approach was able to obtain
high quality solutions to the problems relatively more
frequently. Except for the capc, to which both the non-distributed and distributed GA-Apriori fail to find optimal
solution, capa and capc are solved to optimality by the
distributed GA. However, the gap as indicated, is very
small. Moreover, for both capa and capc, the distributed
algorithm finds high quality values multiple times.

USAHLP and UFLP problem instances. Moreover, its
performance on large-sized Capacitated Single Allocation
Hub Location Problem (CSAHLP) instances (300 and
400 nodes) will be evaluated. For better assessment of
the effectiveness of the proposed approach, other NP-hard
problems e.g., Bin-Packing Problem (BNP), GraphColouring Problem (GCP), etc. will also be considered.
Combining a-priori with other heuristics for NP-hard
problems such as tabu search and simulated annealing3 as
well as application of the approach to other optimization
problems will be explored.

In the case of the USAHLP also, the distributed
algorithm finds solutions of high-quality to all the
problems with the exception of the problem instance
300LL. Although, for the 300LL problem, the proposed
algorithm couldn’t find known best solution but the gap
is still low. Again the distributed algorithm finds the best
solution multiple times. The computational time for both
the USAHLP and UFLP instances is reasonable.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A distributed implementation of the a-priori algorithm
was used with GA as explained on previous pages to
solve the Un-capacitated Single Allocation Hub Location
Problem (USAHLP). The assumption was that, the
a-priori would construct better hub combinations from
those already obtained by the GA, which could be used
to find better solutions. The approach was implemented
and tested on standard benchmark problems. The results
were found to be promising. As anticipated, the distributed approach yielded high-quality solutions in relatively
shorter time. Some of the known best values were found
multiple times.
However, some issues in the proposed approach were
also observed. For example, the a-priori depends on the
effectiveness of the GA itself and as long as the GA produces good solutions in Pass I, the a-priori can improve
the solutions. Secondly, the integration of the a-priori
with the GA is also an issue. Currently the a-priori is
working as a supporting routine. A tighter integration
of the a-priori with the GA may result into better performance. Use of more suitable mining techniques for
extracting hub-combination patterns from the solutions
produced by the GA is another direction for future work.
Finally, an effective spoke-assignment heuristic may take
better advantage of the rule of the a-priori.
In future, the proposed method will be applied to more
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